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the opposite page. A total of eight muscles were recorded,
INTENSM STUDY of this illustration will help clarify the graphs on
fro*"r"", there are two trapezius (II and III) readings. Both types of punches used all of the muscles at one time or another, but
the grealer tension noted before and after impact with karate leads to belief in karate's calisthenic value.

kune-do.

Although the jeet-kune-do. punch proved more effective in
striking power, the karate type of punch was more effective as

The karate strike utilized both agonistic and antagonistic
muscles in punching, thereby neutralizing the eftectiveness of

a means of exercise and physical development as more muscle
mass was being used.

brachialis and triceps, measured greater activity with jeet-

The ideal situation is to have different methods of striking
occasions. Sensei Egami, shotokan professor at
Gakushuin University (Tokyo Imperial University), had this to
say about punches: "It is a mistake to think there is only'one
type of hitting and striking. There are punches that can go
through the body, there are punches that seem to explode inside the body, and there are punches that only hurt on the
surface. There are also punching exercises that can be used to

the impact upon the punching glove. Most of the antagonistic
muscles contracted eccentrically in the karate punch. The latissimus dorsi, trapezius II and III, and the biceps brachii and
brachialis all showed tension long before impact.
Jeet-kune-do, on the other hand, showed less eccentric contraction of the antagonistic muscles before impact. Jeet-kune-do
utilized ballistic (propelling the'fist at maximum speed) type
movement to impart maximum force. It was observed, however, that jeet-kune-do did contract muscles concentrically and
eccentrically on both the agonistic and antagonist muscles at
the point of impact.

for different

develop the physical, but there are also punching exercises that
can develop the man within one's self."
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karate weapon of self-defense. Clocked Not sotd or
at the speed of over 100 miles an hour. d ist ribu ted
in area where
Made of cured white oak 94.95 or
prohibited
by law.
roundeil type 95.95. Please send 50J

postage- and handling.
a

length of chain and
weighted ends used
in various ways for
self-defense. Overall

postage.

- 30", chain 24",hexagonal
weights - 3" from
each end. Swing in
size

circles or semi-circles,
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